
Introduction

Community Symposium

October 12, 2012

7:30-8:30 a.m.

Bradshaw Funeral Home

Karen Gulliver

Argosy University, Eagan

Happy to be here

Before I get started, want to talk a little about how this got started……

Doug Menikheim has taught leadership for me many times of the past years

Vietnam study

Accidental class

Three students

Very focused students, enjoyed this tremendously.

Taken on as a class project

Some things that I had to cover, other things I could not do

Enough of an overlap with this committee’s interest that we co/take it on

Win-win

No vested interest, No horse, no agenda
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THE project

Purpose

Conduct a strategic branding pilot project for the Greater 

Stillwater Chamber of Commerce on enhancing tourism through 

place branding.

“This pilot aims to gather data that will inform the discussion of the tourism component of 

economic development in the Greater Stillwater area.  Greater Stillwater is composed of the 

cities of Stillwater, Oak Park Heights, Lake Elmo and Bayport.  The goal is to provide an indication 

of the current state of the Greater Stillwater brand, produce food for thought and  establish a 

base for discussion beyond generalities and definition. “

Toughest thing was to define the scope of what we could reasonably do in 8 weeks.

Had no resources

Knew our sample size would be small

Cannot do the creative portion of a study like this.

Tactical part of branding – logos, photos, etc

Am reporting back to you what some of you told us.
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Outline For Tonight

• The Class

• The Study

o Identity

o Image

• The Results

• Recommendations

Karen Gulliver

Argosy University, Eagan

Will talk more about the study in later slides.

Want to briefly say one thing here about it.

Two central parts of the study were two surveys

One filled out by Chamber members

One filled out by people who live outside the GSA area

All the words you see here are not what I wrote down or what students wrote down.  

They are words that participants wrote down
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THE Class

What is a brand? An idea, in the mind of a person 
that creates an emotional response

What is the practice of branding? Turning uniqueness into a bankable 
asset by making it a shared vision.

What is place branding? The craft of branding applied to a 
city, region, state or a country

Definitions

When you create a brand, you are helping others see what you see.

Branding turns a point of differentiation (existing or created)

Into a bankable asset that results in

Repeat business, loyal customers

Premium prices, increased sales and revenue

Creates a presence without physical presence

Place branding:

Relatively recent compared to product branding – 1996

Long term in nature – decade or more

Broad in scope
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THE Class

Tourism

Investment
Trade

Tool used in economic development

Theory:  Place Branding Triangle

Integration of public and private messaging

Each entity in the hospitality industry markets on its own

Appropriate role of government and/or their partnership to unify these into an equivalent 

message and experience.
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Is There A Common GSA Definition of 

Economic Development?

Yes, and no

Before we get started with our attention on tourism, want to say a word about economic 

development.
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Yes-Agreement On The Big Picture
Identity

This is for the benefit of the 
people who live here already

Survival, taxes, paying for infrastructure, 
upgrades and repair 

Identify the top 3 reasons or benefits from economic development for your city.

This came from the Identity – or Chamber survey
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No - How To Accomplish ED

Stillwater All Others-

LEBOPH*
Growth Balance

Business Existing Businesses

Downtown Corridors (36 and I94)

Economic Opportunity Preservation

Jobs

* Lake Elmo, Bayport and Oak Park Heights.

Question 2:  What is your definition of economic development?

Question 3:  Identify the top 3 reasons for ED for your city.
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ED Achievements In 1-2 Yrs
identity

Stillwater

• Traffic, bridge, roads, downtown 

business stability

• Parking, reduce taxes, create a bike 

culture

• Create a community center, commit to 

area schools, create pedestrian only 

areas.

• Community pool, more family activities, 

dog parks, developed water front, 

higher property values, beautify existing 

parks, fund the library, stop land 

development, develop more residential 

property, sell out the condos that exist, 

more high end stores and art, weekend 

events, more green spaces, longer DT 

store hours

LEBOPH

• Solve utility and traffic congestion 
issues

• Daily events, weekend events

• Consolidate services-police, fire, 
city administration

• Keep area rural

• Plan for Lake Elmo – keep open 
area, develop I-94 corridor

• Beautify main streets

• Movie theaters, big box sporting 
goods store, commercial 
development that is not all high 
end

All the goals and objectives have to do with amenities and living environment for the 

people who live and work in Stillwater or LEBOPH.  

This is community enrichment, not economic development in the classic sense.

Economic development – a toaster factory comes to Bayport.  Obviously, not 

manufacturing toasters only for the people who live in Bayport. The “excess” production 

would be exported.  The money from the exported toasters would be a net economic gain 

to the community and this would be ED.
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Barriers To Economic Development

Stillwater

• Bridge, traffic, parking

• Federal, state and local 

government

• Lack of funds

• Resistance to change

• Refine vision, strategy & 

planning

LEBOPH

• Lake Elmo

• Infrastructure, bridge

• Resistance to change

• Political resistance

• Lack of personnel to get the 

job done

W/one exception, not addressed through branding

Most of these barriers would not be addressed by branding except for “Lack of vision, 

strategy and planning”.  

May perceive some of these words as negative

Words written by people who filled out the survey

Not the students

Not myself

Could speak to  you on the student’s work without accurately reporting

Not ethical

You as leaders can take this as a message, frame it in a way that advances your objectives 

and your city.
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THE Class

The framework:  Seven Steps To Place Branding

•Political

•Educational

•Analytical

•Economic

•Social

•Behavioral

• Managerial

This is the full process

Not a science or an art.

It is a craft
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Step 1:  Political

• Commit to the common good 

• Agree to be lead

• Agree to be a team

• Agree on the purpose 

• Align messages already being sent out to give GSA a more 

memorable and effective voice

• Embrace a vision

• A shared view of the future that is credible, compelling and 

sustainable……

• and also improves or enhances the economic, social, cultural and

political well being of the people who live and work in GSA.
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Step 2:  Educational

• Determine the tangibles and intangibles of you situation

• The environment – what kind of situation are you in?

• The industry – what are you up against?

• The stakeholders 

• The customers – what they want, why they come, what they experience

• You – what you want, what you won’t give up, what you are right now

• Place – what you’ve got, how its positioned
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Step 3:  Analytical

• Use the data to determine 

• Differentiators that drive relationship

• Market position
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Step 4:  Economic

• Do the investment, improvement, alternations and training 

needed

• Prioritize, then make a long term plan
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Step 5:  Social – Rollout The Brand

• Select tactics, produce materials

• Communicate the brand externally

• Communicate the brand internally

• Communicate the brand internationally

Lots of fun – tactical phase

• Brochures, ads, events, social media
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Step 6:  Behavioral

Stay on brand – everyone

Deliver the brand consistently

• Not about logos

• Is about consistent, integrated message, coordinated activity, behavior of 

people in the hospitality industry.
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Step 7:  Managerial

• Get to know the customer in a different way

• Continue Step 3
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The Study

•Lit Review

•Place Branding Steps

• Image-Identity Gap Analysis

• How does GSA see itself

• How do others see GSA

• What are the gaps

• Field Visit

•Analysis With Tools From Class

•Recommendations

Lit Review

Minn Dept of Tourism studies – have been branding work done.  Never 

implemented for lack of funds

Lots of other studies

Image-Identity Gap Analysis

Two surveys – one of GSA Chamber members

the other of people who live outside the area

Asked both groups – what is the area known for

How does the area stand out

What does the area offer?

Unprompted responses
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Economic Impact By County

The Metro area already

has a large state share of 

tourism dollars.  

Washington County is 

part of the Metro area.

Lit Review

Jobs by county



Sales & Jobs By County, 2010
Metro Area

Gross sales 

%, Region 

Total Labor force % State LF

Tourism 

Employmt

% Tourism 

Employment

Anoka 434,057,982.00 5.73 185,272.64 10.79 10,848.00 5.86

Carver 143,387,138.00 1.89 50,983.52 2.97 3,265.00 6.40

Chisago 48,431,346.00 0.64 30,176.72 1.76 1,406.00 4.66

Dakota 694,293,752.00 9.17 223,189.12 13.00 16,116.00 7.22

Hennepin 3,817,427,986.00 50.40 645,358.00 37.59 71,314.00 11.05

Isanti 31,409,697.00 0.41 21,176.96 1.23 804.00 3.80

Ramsey 1,613,589,850.00 21.31 284,838.40 16.59 25,920.00 9.10

Scott 254,499,074.00 3.36 72,759.68 4.24 5,624.00 7.73

WASHINGTON 381,860,109.00 5.04 133,356.16 7.77 9,749.00 7.31

Wright 154,632,332.00 2.04 69,832.00 4.07 4,115.00 5.89

State 7,573,589,266.00 100.00 1,716,943.20 100.00 149,161.00 

Washington County is 5th in gross sales and employment from tourism.  

Lit Review

After Hennepin and Ramsey the next five largest tourism counties are:

Dakota 32%

Anoka 20%

Washington 19%

Scott 12%

Wright 7%

Carver 7%

Surprise - Anoka has no “draw”.  Behind by ½%.  But this ½% equals $50 m.

Washington is behind Anoka

Offer more in outdoor 

Surprise is that Scott accounts for only 12% 

Scott – Valley Fair, Canterbury Park, Mystic Lake

Surprise – Dakota Cty is large – Minnesota Zoo

Pretty strong tourism profile already – no big “draw”
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Traveler Spending By Sector

Shopping 25%

Recreation 25%

Food 24%

Lodging 14%

Transportation 12%

24%

Wint

Expenditure By Season 

Statewide data

Lit Review

GSA already strong in shopping, food and lodging

Many strategies look to increase what you are already strong in

Low hanging opportunities to increase traveller dollars may be to increase recreation 

opportunities.
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Place Branding Steps
The Surveys

– Identity Survey

• N = 50

• GSA Chamber members only

• Stillwater = 64%

• Oak Park Heights = 19%

• Lake Elmo = 12%

• Bayport = 5%

– Image Survey

• N = 70

• TC = 80%, Other Mn = 13%, Other state = 7%

• >50 = 49%, 31-50 = 33%, under 30 = 18%

• Some/graduated college = 61%, graduate school = 37%, <HS = 2%

• Have children = 76%

• >$51K/yr = 57%, $25-50K/yr = 32%, $24K & below = 11%

Image sample

Heavily weighted towards TC residents

Slight bias to older people

Bias toward people with college educations

Above the national and state average for income
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Place Branding Steps
The Field Visit

Arranged by the GSA Chamber

• Driving tour of all four areas

• Met with three mayors, two city administrators

• Met with 5 business owners

• Sent out our own “secret tourists”

Field study de-brief

Three students plus two “secret  tourists” – 20 year olds, to get the perspective of 

younger people
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Step 1:  Political

– Commit to the common good: Agree to be led, be a team 

• No.  

• Little cohesion in vision

• Concept cannot be articulated by anyone

– Agree on the purpose: Align messages to give GSA more 
voice

– Embrace a vision: Shared view of the future that improves or 
enhances economic, social, cultural and political well being

Lake Elmo 

Want to develop the I-94 corridor to raise funds for the goal of bringing in tax 

dollars

OPH has little to recommend itself for tourism.  

See themselves as supporting others- B2B supplier

They are a follower

Bayport – very small but has a consistency w/Stillwater in mission.  

Geography is awkward

Scale of 1-5, would give this a 3.5

Little evidence of vision

Little consensus regarding GSA

Don’t know what the area will look like in the future.  BUT………..

Mission.  Values.
Strong sense of what you are

Common values and commitment
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Protect The Same Things

Stillwater

• Rural character

• Small town charm

• Local businesses-no big 

boxes in DT

• Historic atmosphere

• River front views

LEBOPH

• Rural character

• Small town charm

• Can’t sell out to builders, 

developers and chains

• Control of the pace of 

change

• Authenticity of the area

Step 1:  Political

Asked the question, Name 3 things you cannot give up to achieve your economic 

development goals over the next 1-2 years

Not enough data to do each city separately.  Looked at Stillwater and all other cities 

combined.  

Was able, on occasion to look at the individual city.
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What The Area Offers Tourists

St. Croix River Downtown StillwaterHistoricLake Elmo

RiverShops

Atmosphere Croix RiverDowntown Stillwater and the RiverHistoric

HistoryNatural Beauty OutingShopsSmall Town
Variety

LEBOPH

Stillwater

Step 1:  Political

Question 4:  Why do tourists come to GSA?

You are all in agreement as to what you offer tourists, as a region.
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Step 2:  Educational

• The environment? – steady economic improvement, dollars to spend on 

tourism, more segmentation

• The industry? – increasingly competitive and sophisticated

• The stakeholders 

• The customers – what they want, why they come, what they experience

• You – what you want, what you won’t give up, what you are right now

• Place – what you’ve got, how its positioned
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Top 3 Reasons Tourist Come

Stillwater Oak Park Heights Lake Elmo Bayport

River Big box shopping Lake Elmo Inn River

Historic, small 

town feel

Chain restaurants Reserve, park Restaurants, bars

Bars, restaurants, 

shopping

Friends Driving through Not a destination

City boundaries 

not clear

Not a destination

Step 2:  Educational

Identity

Paraphrased from research.

This was question 8:  The top three reasons tourists visit each of the cities.  

OPH – first two (Big box shopping/chain restaurants) probably are not from outside the 

area.

LEBOPH all say there is no reason to go there.  
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Top 3 Reasons Tourist Go

What Draws You To A 

Place?

What Makes You 

Go Back?

Activities Experience

Food, shops Fun

Family activities Restaurants

Adventure, attractions, 

history

Good Food, Service

Nature Friendly 

Peace & Quiet Beauty

Restaurants Family activities

Step 2:  Educational

Image

Return – Identity

“overlap” – 37%

Draw – Identity 

“overlap” – 40%

Tourists are focused on

• Activities

• Experiences

• Adventure

• Fun

The tourism industry in GSA is focused on services and passive tourism

This sample was biased towards older people, also
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Who Visits?

• Motor cycle riders

• History buffs

• Nature lovers

• Boaters and paddle boat riders

• Antique shoppers

• Evening diners

Step 2:  Educational

This is not who they are.  This is what they do.

Identity

None of this is brand-able

This shows you don’t know who your visitors are.  

Don’t know what they want

Don’t know how to get them back more often
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Tourists Who Don’t Come?

• Twin City Residents

• Adventure seekers

• Culture seekers

• Seniors

• Young people

• Families

• Weekend get-away

• Minorities

Step 2:  Educational

Identity

Pretty comprehensive list of people.  Who is left?  

This shows you don’t know who your visitors are.  

Don’t know what they want

Don’t know how to get them back more often

These are the brand-able segments
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Who Is The Competition?

Stillwater All Others-LEBOPH
Hudson, Redwing, Duluth Hudson, Red Wing, Marine on St. 

Croix

Hastings, Taylor’s Falls, White Bear, 

Excelsior, Lanesboro, Wisc-Door Cty

Afton, Woodbury, Lake Pepin, 

Wabasha, Wisc-Dells

Marine on St. Croix, St. Paul, Ely, 

Chanhassen, Lake City, Osceola, Mall 

of America, Winona, Wabasha

Taylor’s Falls, Hastings, St. Paul, Lake 

City, Prescott, Somerset

Any city 90 minutes from the TC Any city 30 minutes from the TC

Step 2:  Educational

Identity

Chamber members in LEBOPH look at the competition within a narrower range than do 

Chamber members from Stillwater

Last sentence – 90 minutes versus 30 minutes from the TC
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Step 3:  Analytical

• Use the data to determine:  Differentiators and 
market position

• Craft the architecture, the brand and the message

Differentiators + message = market position

Market position brings a market segment w/it

These surveys were unprompted

Ask customer what words come to mind, what makes a location unique

Ask the destination the same thing

Look for similarities – this is the basis upon which to build a brand
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35

Brand Architecture-GSA

Minnesota – Mother 
Brand

Bayport

StillwaterLake Elmo Oak Park 
Heights

Andersen Windows
Small town Lake Elmo Inn,

Reserve, and 
Lake

Chain hotels,
Chain restaurants, Big 

Box Retailers

Riverfront,

Downtown Shopping, 
antiques, Victorians

Greater Stillwater Area 

Regional Brand

Greater Stillwater Area 

Regional Brand

Survey is designed to determine the level of awareness of the consumer of a 

“brand”



Identity:  Five Words That Describe Stillwater

AntiquesBeautiful CroixHistoric River

Restaurants Historic Charm-Quaint-

Picturesque River

LEBOPH

Stillwater

Step 3:  Analytical

There is basic agreement about what differentiates Stillwater
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Identity Stillwater POD: Current  and Future

Antiques Beautiful Downtown Fun  

Quaint History River Traffic

River Beautiful Charming  Fun  

Quaint

Current

Future

Step 3:  Analytical

Question 6: 

a.  What thoughts come to mind when visitors hear your town’s name?

b.  What thoughts do you want visitors to have when they hear your town’s name?

c.  What do you want your town to be known for?

The current points of differentiation for Stillwater are the same as people see in the 

future.

c.  What thoughts do you want them to have?
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Step 3:  Analytical

Image:  Stillwater

Rank Image Words Image Unique Identity: Now Identity Future

1
Antiques, Quaint 
River

River, shops, 
architecture

Beautiful, 
river

Beautiful

2
Lift bridge, fun Antiques, small 

town
Antiques Quaint

3 Nice place History, bridge Quaint Charm, river

4 Restaurants Quaint Traffic Fun

5 B & B Charm Downtown

6 Cute Location History

7 History Main Street Fun

8 Traffic

No one in the image survey mentioned traffic or parking

These are bad during the week, when tourists are not there

• If all your economic effort is on these things, may not improve tourism

• That is because you are fixing something the customer never knew was broken

Took the survey right in the period when the bridge controversy was raging. 

Also a surprise – no mention of art fairs, jazz festivals, craft shows, scant mention of 

Lumber Jack Days 
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Step 3:  Analytical

Image:  Bayport

Rank Image Words Image Unique Identity: Now Identity Future

1
Town River Andersen, 

small town

2 Bayport Name Quaint

3 Marina Location River town

4 Secluded Bread Art

5
Near 
Stillwater

6 Bars

7 Restaurants

8
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Step 3:  Analytical

Image:  Lake Elmo

Rank Image Words Image Unique Identity: Now Identity Future

1 Lake Elmo Lake Elmo Lake Elmo Development

2 Town Small town Rural Live

3 Restaurant Not Sure Quiet

4 Nice Old Village

5 Airport

6 Boring

7 Quaint

8

Paraphrased from research.
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Step 3:  Analytical

Image:  Oak Park Heights

Rank Image Words Image Unique Identity: Now Identity Future

1 Prison Not Sure Prison

2 No familiar with it Prison Strip Malls

3
Near 
Stillwater

4 Stores

5 Suburb

6 Commercial

7 Retail

8

Paraphrased from research.
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How Can Your Town Stand Out

Stillwater Oak Park Heights Lake Elmo Bayport

Already Does, Do 
Nothing

Be a leader in 
consolidating 

services, set aside 
differences

Maintain rural 
quality and 

resident privacy

No 
responses

Emphasize History Improve the curb 
appeal of the 

commercial areas

Build the I-94 
corridor

Festivals/Activities, 
Improve Water 
Accessibility

Festivals/Activities in 
Stillwater

Improve access 
from highways

Paraphrased from research.

This was question 6:  How can your town stand out.

1.Nothing to do with differentiation or branding

2.Don’t think you need to do anything, or don’t have anything to say.

3. Number who visited in a year – Image data

1. OPH – zero

2. Lake Elmo – 7/70  - 10%

3. Bayport - 9/70   - 13%

4. Stillwater – 61/70  - 87%

1. 29/61 visit 1-2 times/year - 48%

2. 32/61 visit more than twice a year – 52% (this is 45% of the total)
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Image Summary

Step 2:  Educational

S B EL OPH

Know a lot/heard a lot 17% 2% 2% 0

Good opinion/admire 42% 3% 4% 0

Great place to….. 55% 2% 4% 0

Stands out/unique 50% 4% 2% 2%

Agree on a scale of 1-10

Percent of 8-10

Image sample was biased towards the TC, older, educated, affluent people

Surprise – low familiarity

Surprise – low number in esteem

Brand Equity is very low

Students – GSA is close

• No longer a special destination because 30 miles is no longer far

• Other locations rose in their consciousness as tourist destinations

• From GSA point of view – don’t need to compete because always relied on the 

proximity to cities to be the competitive advantage

•Lost the competitive advantage because of perception of the customer

There is a term for this
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Differentiation-Summary

• There is consensus in the region about Stillwater’s POD

• But there is no vision to change, develop, grow or 
craft these in the future for a specific audience

• Lake Elmo is beautiful, quiet, sleepy.  Except for Lake 
Elmo Inn, there are no POD

• OPH has no POD except as a B2B hub for Stillwater and 
commercial area for residents

• Bayport’s POD are compatible with Stillwater

• Bayport’s geography is a little awkward

Step 3:  Analytical
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Branding Model-Another View
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Branding Model-Another View
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Branding Model Fit
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Faith Brands 
Failing  Brands

Oak Park Heights

Functional Brands Power  Brands

Lake Elmo

Bayport

Power Brand - what is an example

Faith Brand - High Magnetism, poor performance
might have been Disney at one point

Yahoo

Google phone

Google Chrome

Failing Brand - Kodak

Functional Brand - Low Magnetism, good performance
Band-aid

Kleenix

Dental floss



GSAGSA’’s Market Positions Market Position

Stillwater

Bayport Lake Elmo

Oak Park Heights

Step 3:  Analytical

But Stillwater and Bayport have weak differentiation.

The PODs do not create a sustainable competitive advantage
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GSA’s Market Position

• Stillwater and Bayport
• Series of niche markets that wo/be stronger if unified under a 

message

• Oak Park Heights
• Will support the brand from the “back room”

• Prospers from economic development in the other areas

• Lake Elmo
• Can participate in marketing tactics

Step 3:  Analytical
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How They Find Out About You

Advertising Word Of Mouth
Friends

News Stillwater Word of 
Mouth Lake Elmo Inn

This is somewhat different from the Image Survey

LEOPHB

Stillwater

Identity Survey
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How They Find Out About You

Books Brochures Dept Friends Google

Internet Magazines MN Tourism 

Website Word of Mouth

Image Survey

How long before you actually visit?

Don’t know/varies 25%

1-2 months 23%

1-2 weeks 20%

1 day 12%

3-6 months 12%

More than a year 7%

Electronic media are the top sources, mentioned three times by customers, zero by 

Chamber member

World of mouth and friends second – probably via social media

Image respondents did not mention the news or advertising

Decisions are also faster than you think – works in your favor
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Website Analysis

• There are too many websites for GSA (12)
• Outdated information, contradictory information

• Need to be linked or consolidated to one domain name of GSA

• There is no GSA presence on the internet.  All information is city specific

• Websites need daily updating.  Local events are not listed as events

• Bayport Farmer’s Market

• Lake Elmo Pow-Wow, amphitheater and reserve

• Some events are only found on the Washing County Historical Society site

• Need for a social media strategy

• Twitter, Foursquare, Facebook, YouTube, Yelp, Tripadvisor – sites not being used properly

• Priceline and Expedia searches should pull up GSA hotels and restaurants

www.ci.stillwater.mn.us

www.discoverstillwater.com

www.ilovestillwater.com

www.lakeelmo.org

www.bayport.govoffice.com

www.cityofoakparkheights.com

www.mainstreetstillwater.com

www.stillwatertraveler.com

www.visitstillwater.org

http://lumberjackdays.com

http://stillwaterfallartfair.com

http://stillwaterrivertownartfestival.com

Even though there are 12 websites, it is hard to find out information of events taking place in the area.
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SWOT Analysis 

Strengths Weaknesses

Civic pride, caring about the 

community

Know and agree on your past

Know what the area currently offers

Call to action is real

Don’t see big picture outside the region

Don’t know the customer

No vision

No points of differentiation

Confusing communications

Poor internet and social media 

presence
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Place Branding-Harder Than You Think

Not a magic wand Harder than magic

Won’t solve any city problems or 

squabbles

Might make it worse or bring out new 

ones

Brand can’t be everything to everyone. You end up being nothing to everyone.  

But brand gets everyone to reassess what 

they think about your place via a message 

you own.

Not the first step Usually, investment, transformation, 

regeneration happens first, then brand is 

formed
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Recommendations

• A fair tourism profile exists.  Want to raise your brand equity 

• Increase your market share within the Metro region

• Diversity your focus to creating more activities.  This gets repeat travelers

• Build a strong vision

• Set up measurements to determine how you will recognize success

• Turn Main Street in Stillwater into a non-motorized street

• Cars annoy you, motorcycles annoy tourists

• Offer training courses for hospitality employees

• The experience is the most important factor in repeat travelers

• One person can spoil the brand for everyone

• Everyone needs to stay on-brand

Raise your brand equity and tweak it to be more “active”, action, fun oriented.

Traffic destroys the ambience – what about the loud motorcycles and swearing riders –

competitive yelling

Can’t control people, especially can’t control all the people

Through leadership, you create an atmosphere, attitude, a vision to aspire to.
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Recommendations-2

• Repurpose the Lift Bridge – it is part of the historic charm of the area.  

• Feature food carts and small retail carts in summer through fall

• Improve access to the river and activities on the river

• Tourists cannot stroll along the river, except for very short distance.  

• There is a surprising lack of water activity, also, there is no beach or children’s play area 

near the water

• Improve the accessibility of history

• Place a prominent marker in Stillwater identifying the town as the birthplace of 

Minnesota

• Open a Stillwater or GSA museum (Looking to move museum to new facility)

• Incorporate historic buildings, sawmill, Barrel Company, etc, to bring the history to life.  

Market this to schools and young families

• Re-create a lumber baron community.  Create a historic village with the armory, sawmill, 

barrel company, Zephyr, lift bridge and lumber baron homes.   Market this as a “step 

back in time”

• Turn a Zephyr into a railroad museum

Have historic trolley tours

Have Victorian trolley tours

Have progressive “teas” through the Victorian homes – target market to women’s groups.
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Recommendations - 3

• There are many low cost events that can be organized.  These should be 

on-brand however.

• Hold a GSA film festival

• Follow the model of the Cat Film Festival (Walker Art Center) and the 60-second or 24 hour film 

festivals from the Twin Cities 

• Become part of Northern Spark

• Use Kick Starter to raise funds for specific projects

• Have a Polaroid photo contest

• Hold a rib cooking contest in Bayport

• Bayport has a working class feel.  Don’t duplicate what is being done in Stillwater.  

• Hold outdoor, community dances.  Not bands.  Swing, square dance, tango, Latin

• The location of the dances can vary.  

• Promote this through dance clubs at colleges and universities

• “Advertise” on the Thrifty Hipster

Hipsters – Bayport has everything hipsters are looking for

Rough edges

Blue collar feel

Prison nearby

Biker bars
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Recommendations - 4

• Organize a portal for tourist information in GSA

• No association with a city, convention center, event, or Chamber.  Link through those 

sites.

• Raise level of maintenance and management of site.  Update daily.  Use meta analysis.

• Add a “Wedding/Special Event” button to the tourism website

• Market to women’s groups – Red Hat society, attorney groups, MBA associations, book clubs

• Feature “A Day In GSA with a variety of itineraries showing what activities can be done in 

the region

• Feature each city in the itinerary

• Create seasonal itineraries

• Create “family” itineraries

• Create “historic” itineraries

• Create a social media and YouTube strategy to complement your internet strategy

• Drop print media ads and increase GSA presence on sites such as 
www.exploreminnesota.com and  www.mnhs.org. 

Your brochures do no good at your local city hall.

Should be at the Mall of America, at the zoo, Valley Fair

Should be at the airport

Have a billboard at the airport
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Recommendations - 5

• Make the proposed bike loop to Wisconsin longer

• Eleven miles is not long enough.

• Loop the trail so that it passes through Bayport

• Link the bike trail through the Gateway

• Small, disconnected trails through Lake Elmo are not compatible for cyclists.  

• Add low cost amenities for bicycle riders

• Let bicycle riders know where all the repair and equipment shops are in the cities

• Create a phone number for help is you are stranded on your bike.

• Set up spots where bicycle riders can fill tires with air – place this information on the website

• Add a Nice Ride in downtown Stillwater and Bayport

• Place bicycle maps on your website, in bike shops

• Go after the Hipster segment

Put the link with Lake Elmo on the back burner.

Let Lake Elmo consolidate them within the city first.
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Recommendations - 6

• Create an interactive pedestrian park along the river 

• Model after Canal Park in Duluth.  

• Create a tourist information center in Stillwater and Bayport

• Get tourist information out of the City Halls and into hospitality industry venues.

• Create an indoor water park

• Part of a themed hotel or a convention center

• Creates a winter destination for TC residents, including families

• Start a theater company

• Look for grant money to sustain a season

• Appeals to residents and tourists in all seasons

• Do “theater in the park”
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Further Research

Waste of time and money to reproduce this study with a 
bigger sample

� Find out who your current tourism customers are

� Find out what draws them to the area

� Find out why they come back

� Find out what Wisconsin tourists are looking for – research may 
already exist

� Develop target marketing strategies – niches where you have a 
competitive advantage.

� Find out how to raise your profile and esteem w/in the Twin Cities

� Study Anoka and Dakota counties with the goal to take over their
market position.  

� Find out how to raise brand equity

� Address your electronic and digital presence
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Can mean higher price

Can also mean customer loyalty

Brand starts to sell the company before you bid on the project.

Branding is a tactic.

But breaks the rules.

a.  Is a tactic for the long haul.

b.  Can’t be copied

c.  Can be applied, but should only do it if you think it can get you to your vision 

and keep you there.



Thanks

Questions
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